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Abstract

Introduction: Cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) molecular exchange with brain interstitial fluid

(ISF) and periphery is implicated in neurological disorders but needs better quantitative

clinical assessment approaches.

Methods: Following intrathecal (ITH) dosing via lumbar puncture, Technetium-99 m

(99mTc-) diethylenetriaminepentaacetic acid (DTPA) imaging was used to quantify neu-

raxial spread, CSF-brain molecular exchange, and CSF-peripheral clearance in 15 nor-

mal human volunteers. The effect of experimental convection manipulation on these

processes was also assessed.

Results: Rostral cranial 99mTc-DTPA exposures were influenced by the volume of arti-

ficial CSF in the formulation. Signal translocation to the cranial cisterns and the brain

parenchymawasobservableby3hours. 99mTc-DTPApenetrated cortical ISFbut showed

lower signal in deeper structures. Urinary 99mTc-DTPA signal elimination was acceler-

ated by higher formulation volumes andmechanical convection.

Discussion: Widely used for detecting CSF leaks, ITH 99mTc-DTPA imaging can also

become a useful clinical biomarker for measuring molecular exchange physiology

between the CSF, brain, and periphery.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The intrathecal (ITH) dosing route, whereby molecules are delivered

directly across the dura mater of the meninges into the cerebrospinal

fluid (CSF) within the subarachnoid space (SAS), allows bypassing of

the blood-brain barrier (BBB) to access the central nervous system

(CNS) more directly. Although increasingly utilized for clinical drug

delivery, use of ITH dosing for allowing CNS access to biomarker

imaging probes remains largely unexploited. Many imaging probes
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already in widespread clinical practice, which do not cross the BBB,

could be administered intrathecally for evaluating a spectrum of

CNS physiological processes. Possible applications for ITH molec-

ular imaging include quantification of CNS target concentrations,

energy metabolism, inflammation, CSF fluid dynamics, and CSF-brain

molecular exchange. To develop such clinical ITH molecular imaging

approaches, several anatomical, physiological, molecular, dosing, and

dosimetry features influencing clinical implementation need to be

evaluated. We have shown that in vivo human CSF volumes estimated
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with advanced magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) techniques are

substantially higher than those previously reported in the literature.1

Neuraxial CSF movement can also be influenced by convective forces

resulting from breathing and heart contraction mechanics2 and from

the bolus volumes used for ITH dosing,3-5 and we have evaluated such

factors in this study to develop 99mTc-diethylenetriaminepentaacetic

acid (DTPA) ITH imaging as a biomarker for exchange processes

between the CSF, CNS, and periphery.

The recent resurgence of interest in CSF-brain molecular exchange

mechanisms and CSF clearance routes to the periphery stems from

animal experiments and human observations, which suggest an impor-

tant role for these processes in the removal of metabolic waste and

aggregation-prone proteins from the brain as well as in CNS immune

surveillance processes.6,7 Deficiencies in these processes have been

proposed to contribute to the development of several aging-related,

inflammatory, and traumatic diseases including Alzheimer’s demen-

tia, multiple sclerosis, and chronic traumatic encephalopathy.6-10 How-

ever, reliable clinical measurement tools are needed to enable clinical

research toward disease-related monitoring and therapeutic manipu-

lation of these processes. Attempts to clinically study in vivo CSF-brain

molecular exchange activity, or the “glymphatic system,” as it is more

recently referred to,8,9,11,12 have so far relied on ITH dosing and imag-

ing of MR susceptibility probes such as Gd-DTPA. Metal chelates of

DTPA do not cross the intact BBB but are known to enter the brain

interstitial space from the CSF.2 The ability of Gd-DTPA and other Gd-

containing probes to penetrate brain cortical parenchyma over time

following ITH dosing into the CSF has been demonstrated in multi-

ple mammalian species including humans.12-15 However, the millimo-

lar amount of Gd required for MRI visualization gives poor resolution

of the lower Gd-DTPA concentrations that penetrate CNS tissue after

ITH dosing, thus providing an incomplete and non-quantitative view of

this biology. The clinical safety of ITH Gd administration and appro-

priate dose is also currently under debate, since demetallation of Gd-

DTPA complexes can occur in vivo with potentially toxic accumulation

of Gd in CNS cells over time.16

By contrast, quantitative ITH imaging with positron emission

tomography (PET) and single photon emission tomography (SPECT)

radioisotopes requires nanomolar to picomolar doses of probes.
111In-DTPA and 99mTc-DTPA are in fact routinely used clinically

to assess CSF leaks from the ITH space following their lumbar cis-

tern dosing.17 The high stability of the 99mTc-DTPA complex, its

6-hour physical half-life, and acceptable ITH CNS radiation absorbed

dose18 make it useful for imaging procedures lasting 24 hours.

This period is well suited for quantifying the relatively slow ITH

molecular kinetics. In extending the use of clinical ITH 99mTc-DTPA

imaging to explore molecular pharmacokinetics, we first evaluate

the impact of several parameters on cranial delivery of 99mTc-DTPA,

including lumbar dosing volumes and mechanical forces. Then, using

SPECT/CT with attenuation correction, we evaluate the movement

of 99mTc-DTPA from the cranial SAS into brain tissue. We also cap-

italize on the intact and exclusive renal excretion of 99mTc-DTPA

without any in vivo metabolism to track its peripheral CSF outflow

RESEARCH INCONTEXT

1. Systemic review: Recent interest in the exchange of

molecules from the brain to cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) as

well asmolecular clearance from the neuraxial CSF to the

periphery has been catalyzed by an implication of reduc-

tion in these processes in neurological disease develop-

ment. Although magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) with

ITH Gadolinium-DTPA is beginning to be used to study

these processes in humans, this approach lacks quantita-

tive sensitivity and has raised potential safety concerns.

2. Interpretation: We evaluated several pragmatic factors

to develop the use of ITH 99mTc-DTPA imaging for

studying the movement of molecule between CSF, CNS,

and periphery. Lumbar ITH dosing of this widely avail-

able radiopharmaceutical allowed estimations of neu-

raxial molecular spread, CSF-CNS exchange, and CSF-

peripheral clearance.

3. Future directions: Our study provides insights for not

only studying brain-CSF molecular clearance processes,

but also informs ITH therapeutic dosing efforts that aim

to use the lumbar cistern dosing route to deliver drug

molecules to the brain. Dosing principles elucidated by

our study may also aid the development of other ITH

imaging biomarkers.

pathway (PCOP) mediated clearance19,20 and urinary excretion of
99mTc-DTPA.

2 METHODS

2.1 Data acquisition

2.1.1 Human participants

All procedures were approved by the Weill Cornell Medical College

Institutional Review Board after an explicit “Approval to Proceed”

letterwas obtained from theU.S. Food andDrugAdministration (FDA).

All participants gave informed consent, which was documented in

writing. Selection criteria included being subjectively healthy and the

absence of any major medical problems by history, on-study physical

examination, a set of clinical laboratory studies, and repeated urine

drug screens. MR images were used to exclude participants who had

any relative contraindications to lumbar puncture or significant spinal

stenosis that could impair normal CSF transit. The population included

nine males and six females with a mean ± SD age of 38.7 ± 8.1 years

(range: 23 to 49). Demographic and biometric information for all

subjects was previously reported in a publication describing the use

of MRI to calculate CSF volumes (1). Some of these biometric data are
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used as statistical covariates in the current work and so are presented

again here in Table S1.

2.2 Radiopharmaceutical

Kits for the preparation of 99mTc pentatate (DTPA)were acquired com-

mercially (Jubilant Draximage, Quebec, CA, USA). The kit was radio-

labeled with freshly eluted 99mTc pertechnetate (TcO4
−) in saline. The

radiopharmaceutical was then diluted in artificial CSF (aCSF). Current

good manufacturing practice was used. All activity preparations were

shown to pass quality control specifications for radiochemical purity.

All activity preparations were prospectively shown to pass tests of

pyrogenicity before administration. Sterility testswereperformedpost

hoc.

2.3 Imaging and activity quantification

Healthy volunteers were intrathecally administered an activity of 185

± 14MBq (5.0± 0.4 mCi) of 99mTc-DTPA in aCSF usingWhitacre-style

GertieMarx (InternationalMedical Development, Huntsville, UT, USA)

atraumatic spinal needles under fluoroscopic guidance. The injection

sitewas between L2/L3 or L3/L4 for all subjects. The protocol specified

that the bolus was to be administered at a rate of 5 mL/minutes. The

clinical fluoroscopy suite where the 99mTc-DTPA injection took place

was located in a different part of the hospital than the nucelar imaging

facility. This led to some minor variability of ±10 minutes in patient

transport time and achieving the targeted time for the first image aqui-

sitions. Starting at about 30 minutes after administration (range: 19 to

34 minutes), 16.6 ± 4.5 (range: 12 to 22) serial whole-body, conjugate

planar scintigraphic images were acquired during the first 8 hours

after administration, with a final planar acquisition at ≈22 hours after

injection. Scans were performed over an ≈ 200 cm field of view on

a dual-headed camera (Forte, Philips ADAC, Cincinnati, OH, USA). A

20% energy window was centered on 140 keV. The matrix size was

1024 × 512, with a 2-mm × 2-mm pixel size. Whole-body scans were

acquired with either a 6-minute or 12-minute scan duration, except

for the last scan at 22 hours, which had a 24-minute scan duration

to compensate for radioactive decay. Shortly prior to administration

of the radiopharmaceutical, a transmission image was performed for

attenuation correction with a Cobalt-57 sheet source using identical

acquisition parameters as the emission images. Attenuation corrected

geometric means were calculated from conjugate anterior and pos-

terior images. The dynamic, planar images were co-registered to the

transmission scans and corrected for acquisition duration, decay, and

attenuation. Three-dimensional SPECT/CT scans were performed

starting at about 8 and 22 hours after dosing. Each SPECT/CT scan

was performed on a dual headed camera (Optima 640; GE Healthcare,

Milwaukee, WI, USA). The scans covered two fields of view (FOVs)

of 40 cm each starting at the vertex of the skull and extending as far

down the neuroaxis as feasible. The acquisition parameters included

60 stops per head in a step-and-shoot mode for a duration of 30

minutes per FOV. Planar transmission and emission scans, as well as

3T MRI scans co-registered to the SPECT scans, were used to place

18 regions of interest, including CSF (lumbar, lower thoracic, upper

thoracic, cervical, cisterna magna), brain (substantia nigra, midbrain,

motor cortex, frontal, hippocampus, ponto-medullary junction, and

remainder), left and right kidneys, bladder, waste bottle, and back-

ground. A background region was placed superior to the left shoulder

of the participants, andwas used to calculate a background scatter cor-

rection factor.21 The activity map for each time point was normalized

by the total integrated signal at the earliest time point and multiplied

by 100 to create a percentage injected activity map. The earliest time

point image available was chosen under the assumption that, because

no waste was eliminated by any participant, the integrated activity

was representative of the entire administered activity, or 100% of the

injected dose.

2.4 Evaluation of conditions impacting cranial
delivery

To optimize rostral neuraxial delivery of lumbar IT dosed 99mTc-DTPA

into the cranium, two means of enhancing CSF convection were

tested. All procedures started by aspirating 5 mL of CSF, which

was fractionated for analysis by the clinical laboratory and place-

ment in a tissue repository. Then, a net dose of 185 ± 14 MBq of
99mTc-DTPA was administered by hand over ≈ 5 minutes. The DTPA

formulation was diluted in 5, 15, or 30 mL (n = 3 per cohort) of

aCSF. Thus, the net positive amount of aCSF added into the SAS was

0, 10, and 25 mL for the respective bolus volume conditions. Two

other cohorts (n = 3 each) underwent 5 mL CSF removal and 5 mL

bolus injection followed by application of mechanical convective

force application to the torso using a high frequency chest wall or

lumbothoracic oscillating respiratory clearance device (Smart Vest

or Smart Wrap, Electromed Inc, New Prague, MN, USA). The vest

covered the shoulders and upper thorax. The wrap was placed around

the lumbar and lower thoracic back. Several days before the study,

the subjects practiced wearing the devices to ensure tolerance and

promote comfort. Both were applied at 50 to 60 Hz depending on

subject tolerance for 30 minutes. These maneuvers were intended

to enhance mechanical convection well beyond that produced by

physiological heartbeats or ventilation. Overall heart rate, ventilation,

and physical activity were also monitored in subjects by means of

wearable sensors in the form of a Smart Shirt sensor (Hexoskin;

Carre Technologies, Inc., Montreal, QC, Canada). All subjects were

instructed to limit physical activity to no more than walking about 40

meters from the hospital clinic to the on-campus hospital hotel at the

9 hours post-injection mark. Compliance was verified post hoc by the

accelerometer in the Smart Shirt sensor. The impact of inter-individual

CSF volume variability was also evaluated by using whole body

MRI to assess individual CSF volume and determine volume-based

corrections. The MRI measured spinal and cranial volumes from all

subjects in this study including the screen failures have been reported

previously.1
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F IGURE 1 Time course of caudat to rostral neuraxial spread of lumbar ITH dosed 99mTc-DTPA. Following lumbar puncture and removal of 5mL
of CSF, cohorts of three subjects each were dosed ITHwith 99mTc-DTPA formulated in either 5mL, 15mL, or 30mL of aCSF at a rate of
5mL/minute. An additional two cohorts of two subjects each were dosedwith 99mTc-DTPA in 5mL aCSF immediately followed by the application
of mechanical percussion via an oscillating vest worn over the thorax or an oscillating wrap covering the lumbosacral region (60Hz, 30minutes for
each). Serial planar scintigraphy images were obtained at the indicated times and overlaid onto a common silhouette for each subject. All images
were corrected for decay. Panel A shows planar scintigraphy data overlaid on the body habitus images for all subjects by dosing group at≈ 8 hours
post-dosing. In several examples, signal from the urine collection bottles can be seen in the field of view. The approximate area covered by the
mechanical vest or wrap is also outlined. Panels B-F show the time series of 99mTc-DTPA scintigraphywith the post-dosing image acquisition times
indicated under each image

3 RESULTS

3.1 Data acquisition

The final sample consisted of nine men and six women with a mean

age of 38.7 ± 8.1 years (range: 23 to 49). The findings showed that

the safety features built into our study design, the use of non-cutting

needles, were effective at reducing adverse events to rates far below

those reported in clinical settings.22,23 There were nomedically mean-

ingful adverse events related to the drug formulation. Lateral planar

images at the 60-minute after-injection mark as well as SPECT images

at the 8- and 22-hour marks showed that there were no abnormal

extraspinal activity outside the ITH spaces. Follow-up at 48 hours and

1-week post-administration showed that no subjects developed a post-

LP headache syndrome. Subjects in the mechanical oscillation groups

wore thedevicesduring all emissionand transmission scans, evenwhen

it was not turned on.

3.2 Cranial delivery optimization

The lumbar CSF cistern provides the most convenient access to the

SAS. However, reliable means for rostral molecular movement are

needed to ensure reaching the cranium from the lumbar region.

Neuraxial spread of molecules placed into the lumbar ITH space may

be influenced by individual body habitus, CSF volumes, and convective

forces from the injection procedures, or mechanical forces impacting

on the SAS including pulsatile heart contractions, ventilation, and

physical activity.2-5 These factors were evaluated for their effect on

timing of cranial 99mTc-DTPA delivery.

Planar images demonstrating body habitus variability among the

study subjects for each dosing group are shown in Figure 1A along

with scintigraphy images taken at ≈8 hours post-dosing. The images

show 99mTc-DTPA signal in the neuraxis, bladder, and urine collec-

tion bottles placed in the field of view. The approximate placement of

the mechanical oscillation vest or wrap for the respective cohorts are

also indicated in Figure 1A. Individual examples of the imaging time-

course from each dosing condition group are shown in Figure 1B–

F. Lumbar ITH dosing of 99mTc-DTPA led to sequential rostral move-

ment of signal from the lumbar to the thoracic, cervical, and cranial

regions. Between 3 and 8 hours, the relative cranial 99mTc-DTPA signal

was observed to increase, and by the last imaging time point neurax-

ial signal distribution was highest in the brain (Figure 1B–F). Despite

some inter-subject variability, the relative rate of cranial signal appear-

ance and overall exposure (area under the curve [AUC]) following

lumbar ITH dosing trended to be higher with the 15 mL bolus vol-

ume as compared with the 5 mL bolus volume. Tables 1 and 2 show

the percentage of injected activity detected in the lumbar and cranial
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TABLE 1 Lumbar and cranial time course of 99mTc-DTPA
signal (percentage of injected activity)

Group 1Hour 4Hours 20Hours

5mL Lumbar 52.7 ± 7.9† 24.2 ± 8.6 5.7 ± 1.9

Cranial 2.5 ± 2.7† 22.9 ± 12.2 33.5 ± 10.2

15m Lumbar 29.6 ± 2.7 9.0 ± 2.0 1.8 ± 0.8†

Cranial 13.2 ± 5.2 37.7 ± 6.6 29.9 ± 4.0

30mL Lumbar 46.2 ± 11.4 20.6 ± 8.4 4.2 ± 2.3

Cranial 8.6 ± 4.7 24.0 ± 5.8 24.8 ± 9.8

5mL Vest Lumbar 46.8 ± 7.8† 20.8 ± 11.9 4.3 ± 4.1

Cranial 2.2 ± 2.2† 14.0 ± 8.8† 18.1 ± 14.4

5mLWrap Lumbar 47.6 ± 7.1† 15.7 ± 3.4† 2.5 ± 1.3

Cranial 9.8 ± 8.4 29.6 ± 14.5 22.3 ± 7.0

Time course of lumbar and cranial 99mTc-DTPA signal for each dosing group.

Data are presented as percentage of injected activity measured at 1, 4, and

20 hours (mean ± SEM; n = 3). All subjects were imaged within 11% of the

indicated post-dosing time. Asterisks indicate statistically significant differ-

ences from the 5mL alone condition.

ITH compartments at 1, 4, and 20 hours post-dosing for each dosing

condition. At the 1-hour timepoint, the percentage of injected activ-

ity was greater in cranium and lower in the lumbar region for the

15 mL group compared to all other groups. This difference was sta-

tistically significant (P < 0.05, two-tailed, independent sample t test)

for two and three of the four comparator groups in the cranium and

lumbar compartments, respectively. The same trend was observed

4 hours post-administration and is statistically significant for one each

of the four comparator groups in the cranium and lumbar compart-

ment, respectively.

Further enhancement of convection by increasing the bolus volume

to 30 mL did not produce greater cranial translocation of 99mTc-DTPA

signal. Instead this appeared to increase peripheral elimination.

Mechanical oscillation also did not further enhance cranial delivery

of signal as compared to the 5 mL bolus condition alone (Figure 1,

Tables 1 and 2). In fact, the 5 mL + Vest cohort trended to display a

lower percentage of injected activity in the cranium as compared to

the 5 or 15 mL groups. When measured over the full ≈22 hours, a

lower lumbar but higher cranial 99mTc-DTPA exposure (AUC) was seen

in the 15 mL group than the 5 mL group. This differential pattern was

maintained upon correction for MRI-derived individual lumbar and

cranial CSF volumes (Table 2).

TABLE 3 99mTc-DTPA urinary excretion

5mL 15mL 30mL

5mL

vest

5mL

wrap

6 hours 9.6% 14.0% 14.4% 22.5% 7.8%

22 hours 26.8% 29.5% 36.0% 47.9% 33.8%

Urinary excretion of ITH 99mTc-DTPA. Urine was collected in all sub-

jects over time. The accumulated urinary 99mTc-DTPA signals measured by

scintigraphy is displayed as the mean value of percentage injected dose

measured from each dosing group (n = 3) for the first 6 hours and for the

entire study period. Reported values were corrected for total CSF volume.

3.3 Clearance fromCSF to periphery

Individual examples of the change in relative neuraxial planar SPECT

signal over time for each dosing condition are displayed as videos in

Supplementary Video 1. These data show the periodic accumulation

of signal in the bladder, followed by urinary voiding into collection

bottles (Supplementary Video 1). Subjects provided a mean ± SD of

12.5 ± 3.5 (range: 10 to 18) discrete urine samples over 6 hours, and

16.6 ± 4.5 (range: 13 to 24) discrete urine samples over 22 hours.

After background scatter correction and individual CSF total volume

correction, conjugate imaging showed a linear relationship between

increased urinary clearance of the percentage injected dose with the

volume of infusate, and even greater excretion with both of the high

frequency oscillation conditions (Table 3). An evaluation of ITH and

peripheral tissue exposure showed the mean ITH residence time for of
99mTc-DTPA tobe>6hours for all conditions, suggesting that clearance

to the periphery was a slow process.

Graphical analysis of the data in Tables 1 and3 suggested that unlike

the 15 mL group, the 30 mL and 5 mL + mechanical oscillation condi-

tions did not boost percentage injected activity or AUC of 99mTc-DTPA

to the cranial compartment over the5mLgroup (Figure2A). Instead, an

enhancement of clearance to the periphery was induced by the higher

volume (30 mL) and oscillation conditions, being most prominent for

theVest condition (Figure2A). Enhancement of paraspinal 99mTc-DTPA

scintigraphy signal was observed in the 30-mL and mechanical oscilla-

tion groups,with ananatomical pattern resembling lumbar spinal nerve

roots,which has beenproposed tomediateCSF clearance from the SAS

via the PCOP.19,20 As with the suggestion of reduced cranial delivery

and increase urinary clearance, this imaging pattern was most promi-

nent for the high frequency oscillation dosing conditions (Figure 2B).

TABLE 2 Lumbar and cranial 99mTc-DTPA exposure (AUC)

Group

Lumbar CSF

AUC (h)

Cranial CSF

AUC (h)

Lumbar

normalized

CSF AUC (h/L)

Cranial

normalized

CSF AUC (h/L)

5mL 2.03 ± 0.49 2.15 ± 0.96 7.8 ± 2.5 8.2 ± 3.1

15mL 0.91 ± 0.17 3.04 ± 0.26 3.8 ± 0.4 12.9 ± 2.7

30mL 1.84 ± 0.69 2.08 ± 0.60 5.8 ± 2.8 6.4 ± 1.7

5mLwith Vest 1.89 ± 0.81 1.37 ± 0.99 9.0 ± 7.4 6.4 ± 5.7

5mLwithWrap 1.53 ± 0.13 2.37 ± 1.18 6.7 ± 1.4 9.8 ± 3.2

Overall 99mTc-DTPA exposure (area under the curve; AUC) of the lumbar and cranial neuraxial compartments for each dosing group.
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F IGURE 2 Relative temporal cranial versus lumbar CSF signal per dosing group. (A) Percentage injected activity in the lumbar versus cranial
region is plotted at 1 hour, 4 hours, and 20 hours for each dosing group. Percentage injected activity accumulated in urine over 6 hours and 22
hours is also displayed. (B) Individual examples of 99mTc-DTPA planar imaging at≈ 3 hours following lumbar ITH dosing. Higher lumbar, paraspinal,
and nerve root signal enhancement was observedwith the 30mL andmechanical convection conditions. The lower edge of the oscillatory vest can
be seen in the silhouette image from that group

3.4 Assessment of brain ISF penetration

Anatomical assessment of brain penetration of lumbar ITH dosed
99mTc-DTPAwas performed via two-dimensional (2D) and 3D analyses

of SPECT-CT scans taken at 8 and 22 hours post-dosing. At these time

points all subjects showed presence of cranial signal by planar scintig-

raphy. Figure 3 displays 3D and 2DSPECTCTdata from a subject given

a 15-mL volume dose. Centripetal cranial signal translocation from the

CSF cisterns intoCNS tissue lying adjacent to the SAS appeared to take

place earlier in the 15-mL group than in other groups. 99mTc-DTPA sig-

nal was clearly seen to enter the cerebellar and cerebral cortices uni-

formly, while deep brain structures such at the striatum, thalamus, and

deep cerebellar nuclei showed little signal accumulation over the stud-

ied timepoints. A 3D movie display of these data is shown in Supple-

mental Video2.Nearly all signal detected in the craniumat the22-hour

timepointwas associatedwith the brain and spinal cord parenchyma. A

quantitative assessmentwasperformedusing planar scintigraphydata.

Examples of the regions of interest (ROIs) used are shown in Figure S1

and quantitative output is available in Table S2

4 DISCUSSION

This pilot study investigated the feasibility of using 99mTc-DTPA to

evaluate molecular exchange dynamics between the CSF, CNS, and

periphery. Decreased clearance of toxic proteins from brain into the

CSF in subjects with several neurodegenerative diseases has impli-

cated faulty brain-CSF-periphery exchange mechanisms in contribut-

ing to the pathophysiology of neurodegenerative and neuroimmune

disorders.6-12,24 This physiology has been studied in animals over

many decades by tracking the kinetics of injected probes from brain

to CSF and from CSF to brain, and the clinical feasibility of this

approach also has been established using ITH Gd-DTPA dosing with

MRI assessment.14,15 However, given the millimolar concentrations

of Gd-DTPA required for MRI imaging and the concern over poten-

tially toxic CNSGd retention, thismethod remains sub-optimal for rou-

tine clinical application.16 In contrast, 99mTc-DTPA is a highly stable

radiometal chelate thathas longbeenused safely in clinical ITH imaging

to localize sites of CSF leaks following trauma or in chronic headache

settings.17 Given the much lower doses required, high radioactive

sensitivity, and 6-hour radiolabel half-life of 99mTc-DTPA, ITH pla-

nar scintigraphy or SPECT imaging with this widely available imaging

probe and modality may be more appropriate for routine assessment

of molecular exchange between CSF, CNS, and periphery.

We used ITH lumbar cistern dosing to assess the ability of 99mTc-

DTPA to visualize neuraxial molecular pharmacokinetics, CSF-brain

molecular exchange, and CSF-peripheral clearance. Because dosing

via lumbar puncture can lead to significant caudal to rostral molecular

gradients,4,5 we evaluated the effect of CSF convection–enhancing

approaches on cranial entry of lumbar ITH dosed 99mTc-DTPA in
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F IGURE 3 3D and 2D imaging of brain translocation of 99mTC-DTPA signal. Example images are from a subject dosedwith 99mTC-DTPA
formulated in 15mL aCSF. Panels A and B show 99mTC-DTPA images at 8 hours and 22 hours post-dosing, respectively. From left to right, the
figures depict 3D SPECTCTMIP images followed by 2D SPECT sagittal images of the whole neuraxis as well as 2D SPECTCT sagittal, coronal, and
horizontal images of the head. The imaging scale was adjusted to show serial translocation of relative 99mTC-DTPA signal into cortical structures
between the two time points

normal human volunteers. Despite the small number of subjects in our

study, we demonstrated cranial signal entry following LP dosing and

apparentCNS ISF uptake in every subject. Use of atraumatic needles as

well as dosing an equal or greater volume of the aCSF 99mTc-DTPA for-

mulation, as compared to the 5-mLCSF removal, led to high tolerability

with no headaches reported. Although the 5-mL dosing volume gave

adequate cranial and brain signal by 8 and 22 hours, the 15-mL dose

appeared to give a more uniform and strong earlier cranial and brain

signal. Surprisingly, a higher dosing volume of 30 mL, or application of

external mechanical force using either thoracic or lumbar percussion,

did not improve cranial translocation of signal over the 5- or 15 mL

dose. In fact, the higher convective stimuli trended toward greater

urinary excretion. The PCOP has been described previously as a

clearance path for CSF along nerve root sheaths19 andmay encompass

both egress via true lymphatic vessels located in the dural meninges

and nerve root sheaths aswell as arachnoid granulations.We speculate

that a combination of pressure and volume effects in the lumbar cis-

tern arising from the higher convective stimuli aided in the peripheral

clearance of ITH dosed 99mTc-DTPA via the above-envisioned routes.

The oscillating vest utilized in our study is used for clearing respiratory

airways in children with disorders such as with cystic fibrosis and

spinal muscular atrophy. In our adult subjects, this oscillating vest did

not fully cover the neuraxis (Figure 1A). Positioning of the vest above

the lumbar region may have enhanced radiotracer egress through

lumbar nerve root PCOP routes, as suggested by an increase in the

lumbar paraspinal enhancement imaging pattern (Figure 2B). The

delayed appearance of urinary signal suggests a more prominent role

for the slower transit meningeal and nerve root lymphatics as com-

pared to arachnoid granulations. Meningeal and nerve root lymphatics

have long been demonstrated in many mammalian species and have

recently regained significant revival of interest for their potential role

CSF clearance and neuroimmune surveillance.25-28

Because DTPA chelates do not readily enter cells, we assume that

the observed movement of 99mTc-DTPA from the SAS into the brain

parenchyma represents entry into brain ISF. Cerebral cortical struc-

tures clearly showed 99mTc-DTPA signal accumulation but deeper

structures such as basal ganglia and thalamus showed little uptake

(Figure 3, Table S1). These observations are consistent with ITH imag-

ing studies using Gd-DTPA.13-15 However, 99mTc-DTPA scintigraphy

allowed quantitative assessment of the low amounts of molecular

exchange between the CSF and cerebral cortex by 22 hours post-

dosing, with the SPECT CT imaging demonstrating brain association of

the radioactive signal (Figure S1 and Table S1). It is likely that a portion

of the peripherally cleared signal also represents efflux of 99mTc-DTPA

from the CNS ISF across the BBB, and the methods used here cannot

resolve this process. We did observe some regional heterogeneity in

signal uptake between cerebral cortical regions, and it is not yet clear

whether this represents inherent regional brain differences in human

brain CSF-ISF exchange or differences in relative regional 99mTc-DTPA

delivery achieved by our deliverymethods.

Sleep stage–related changes in CSF volume, turnover, and exchange

with ISF have also been suggested by recent human studies.29,30 Given

the long duration of our overall serial imaging study, subjects were

allowed maintain their usual circadian sleep cycles in the on-campus
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hotel the night before, and the first night after the dosing procedure.

Thus, we cannot rule out the effects of sleep on our measurements.

The relative ease andpatient comfort of planar scintigraphyandSPECT

scanningdoes afford the futureopportunity tomeasure changes in cor-

tical 99mTc-DTPAsignal accumulationand retentionduring sleep stages

or upon exposure to drugs. ITH 99mTc-DTPA imaging may also be use-

ful in several disorders spanning cortical dementias, strokes, trauma,

and autoimmune disease to help clarify a role for CSF-brain molec-

ular exchange alterations in these conditions. Further work in larger

numbers of both normal subjects and patient populations is needed to

develop these applications.

5 CONCLUSION

This pilot study explored the pragmatic expansion of ITH 99mTc-DTPA

imaging applications beyond its use in assessment of traumatic CSF

leaks. ITH 99mTc-DTPA imaging can be used in clinical research and

medical practice for assessing molecular exchange between the CSF,

CNS, and periphery in many neurological disorders. Our evaluation

of factors impacting neuraxial 99mTc-DTPA pharmacokinetics can also

guide ITH drug dosing practice and future efforts to develop other ITH

imaging biomarkers.
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